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Liners renolit alkorplan
Pleasure for the whole family

Liner RENOLIT ALKORPLAN 2010

RENOLIT WATERPROOFING offers you a high quality liner product range. A collection that is comprised of different shades, colours and

Available in width 210 cm.

Single coloured vinyl liner with protective lacquer for a higher resistance to aging due to UV rays and microorganisms.

original designs. A perfect mix to make your swimming pool original, exclusive and unique.
The entire range of renolit Alkorplan liners meet the specifications of the French and European norms NFT 54-803-1 and EN 15836-1.
All RENOLIT ALKORPLAN liners are marked on the back. Don’t be fooled by an inferior copy.

Liner RENOLIT ALKORPLAN 1010
Single coloured vinyl liner in roll width 210 cm.
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* Protected by highly resistant pigments.
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Anti-slip Liner
Thickness 0.85 mm in roll width 210 cm.
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Lacquer Protection RENOLIT ALKORPLAN 2010 & 3010

Liner printed RENOLIT ALKORPLAN 3010
Range of printed vinyl liners with protective lacquer for excellent resistance to aging due to UV from the sun, abrasion and

RENOLIT has developed a unique acrylic topcoat that provides excellent
protection to single coloured and printed vinyl liners. It’s the only vinyl liner that presents such a complete set of features at such low

microorganisms. Available in width 210 cm.

cost.
It provides resistance to: 		
Abrasions			
Scratching			
Staining
UV rays
Discolouration

This results in:
The water line being easy to clean
Standing up to the test of time.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN 3010 printed liners are the first to apply an
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environmentally friendly reverse lacquer for protection against the
formation of stains from micro-organisms.
This varnish avoids having to use an extra fungicide in the membrane.
It protects the material against aging and preserves the beauty
of the swimming pool liner.

Test results showing the advantages of the protective coating system:
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